>> New Products
Sports customization
system
The Team Sports Customization
System by Insta creates stock numbers in 8" outline or shadow and
stock letters in 2" block with a 228
heat press machine. Stock numbers
and letters are available in black or
white and are made in Insta’s durable Superﬂex heat transfer, which
is opaque and can be applied to cotton, polyester and some nylons. Insta’s Model 228 features
a 15" X 20" swing away upper platen, center pressure placement, a continuous coiled heating
element, built-in digital controller and a sliding pressure scale.
Visit: www.instagraph.com
Call: 800-421-6971

Heat press
Stahls’ ID Direct offers limited-edition American Pride heat presses from Stahls’ Hotronix in
Fusion and Auto Clam models. The upper platen on the presses features a sublimated image
of the American ﬂag. Only 300 of these presses
will be offered, each press will be individually
numbered, and are available to U.S. customers
only. Stahls’ will donate $100 from each American Pride heat press sold through September 5,
2011 to the USO. The Hotronix Fusion features a swinger and draw design and is equipped
with an exclusive touch-screen technology, among other features. The Hotronix Auto Clam
features a hands free magnetic auto-open and magnetic-assist lock down design, providing
semi-automatic functionality without the need for an air compressor.
Visit: www.StahlsID.com
Call: 800-478-2457

Jersey number packs
Dalco Athletic offers jersey combo-pack dyesub transfer numbers in colorfast two- and
three-color team number packs as a solution
for printing on white 100 percent polyester
jerseys. Users can choose from one 10" number, one 12" number and two 4" TV numbers;
one 8" number, one 10" number and two 4"
TV numbers; or one 6" number, one 8" number and two 4" TV numbers. Packs are also
available without TV numbers. Type styles include Team Shadow (in two colors) and Pro Team (in a pattern, two colors or three colors).
Pattern choices include digital camo, polka dots, zebra stripes, plaids and more.
Visit: www.dalcoathletic.com
Call: 800-288-3252
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Hoopless stabilizer
American Embroidery Supply offers EcoStick, an environmentally-friendly hoopless
adhesive stabilizer designed to prevent
hoop burn when embroidering delicate
fabrics. It supports medium-density stitch
counts up to approximately 12,000 stitches.
For higher or denser stitch counts, another
layer of product can be hooped or ﬂoated
under the hoop. The excess is said to tear
away easily from the stitches and the rest
dissolves in water with the ﬁrst wash. The
nonwoven stabilizer is constructed of part
water-soluble and part non-water-soluble
materials, so while most of the stabilizer
dissolves after an initial full wash, it leaves
the soluble ﬁbers under the stitching to
give the embroidery the support it needs
to keep the design looking sharp and crisp
throughout the life of the garment. Made
using a wet-laid nonwoven process to ensure it is non-directional and dense, EcoStick uses needle-friendly pressure-sensitive adhesive. It comes in pre-cut 8" X 8"
sheets or in 8" and 11.5" widths by 25- and
50-yard rolls.
Visit: www.americanembsupply.com
Call: 888-518-6522

